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Methodology

Four different ideation techniques were used 
for Discovery + problem statements: 
brain dump, scamper, mind map, and sketch.

DISCOVERY +

POV 1 - IDEATION FINDINGS

POV 2 - IDEATION FINDINGS

A universal casting button is needed for all devices. 
All devices need to be able to cast without the use of 
a fire stick or chromecast. Devices should use 
bluetooth to stream instead of relying on internet.

Users like adding or deleting shows from a 
customizable watch list. In addition, custom lists can 
be added to provide more watchlist options.



POV STATEMENT 1
Users who stream television shows using Discovery + need seamless casting 
with improved buffering because users stream using a variety of devices.

DISCOVERY +

Universal casting button for all 
devices when playing video: tablets, 
phones, computers, etc.
Need to cast without a Chromecast 
or Amazon Fire Stick
Casting from device to device with 
Bluetooth or Internet?
"Smart Cast"

BRAIN DUMP SCAMPER

Substitute- Internet use with bluetooth.
Combine- The power of casting into 
every device.
Adapt- Smart TVs and devices to 
enable casting.
Modify- Change all casting buttons to 
the same, unique symbol.
Eliminate- Fire Sticks and Chromecast 
devices.



POV STATEMENT 2
Users who stream television shows using Discovery + need a customizable watch 
list because users like to have the option of removing shows from their watch list.

DISCOVERY +

SKETCHMIND MAP



Methodology

PRIME VIDEO

Four different ideation techniques were used 
for Prime Video problem statements: 
brain dump, sketch, challenge assumptions, 
and worst possible idea.

POV 1 - IDEATION FINDINGS

POV 2 - IDEATION FINDINGS

Users like to pause or take a break from what they are 
watching. Users want the streaming app to remember 
their place last watched. An auto-save should be used 
or the screen should not "go to sleep".

Users don't like package upgrade options or making 
in-app purchases. Pair down to two or three options 
and make everything within the app "free".



POV STATEMENT 1
Users who stream movies using Prime Video need the platform to remember where the viewer 
left off because users often pause and come back to a movie and don't want to find their place.

PRIME VIDEO

Netflix's "Are you still watching?"
Whether or not app is "open" or "on- 
screen" video should stay paused
"We saved your place for you"
When reopening app, the app opens 
to last place user was on
Auto-save
No "screen-sleep"

BRAIN DUMP SKETCH



POV STATEMENT 2
Users who stream movies using Prime Video need less package upgrade 
options because users don't like to make more in-app purchases.

PRIME VIDEO

Pay for app and every single stream
Every movie or show is a different price 
based on how good or bad it is
Pay for packages based on genre
App is free but pay for movie choice
App is free but packages based on 1-5 
movies a month, 5-10 movies, and so on
Premium, top tier, no ads unlimited 
movies $$$
DVDs, VHS, delivery/mail
Kids shows are free
Everything is free because you pay for 
Prime already

WORST POSSIBLE IDEACHALLENGE ASSUMPTIONS
Users like options
Users may like to pay for specific movies 
(brand new ones!)
In-app purchases are not unheard of, 
Disney+ has them too
People don't mind commercials if they 
can watch for free or cheap
Users like upgrade options
Tiered pricing is popular



Methodology

APPLE TV

Two different ideation techniques were used 
for Apple TV problem statements: 
brain dump and sketch.

POV 1 - IDEATION FINDINGS

POV 2 - IDEATION FINDINGS

Users like to have their own "watchlist" to have one 
convenient place for all of their favorite shows or 
movies. Create a watchlist and an easy "add to list" 
button.

Users like their shows or movies to be filtered. They 
typically want their content to be filtered by genre. 
Add genre buttons at the top of the screen to easily 
filter by genre.



POV STATEMENT 1
Users who stream television shows using Apple TV need a watchlist 
because users like to add their favorite shows to one convenient list.

APPLE TV

SKETCH

Option to add and delete to list
Watch list per user
Continue watching list
Save for later list
Favorite shows list
All-in-one list
Easy "add to list" like a favorite 
button

BRAIN DUMP



POV STATEMENT 2
Users who stream television shows using Apple TV need the interface 
to be organized by genre and have an option to filter because users 
do not like to browse or find shows without any organization.

APPLE TV

SKETCH

Top menu that lists genres
Filter hamburger menu
Filter: genre, user age, movie, tv 
show, length
Customizable home menu or page
Each section of videos is a different 
genre
Unique user login

BRAIN DUMP


